REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATIONS -2021
Date:26-01-2021 Venue: H- Block OAT
Time: 9:30AM

Republic day honours the date on which the constitution of India came into force.
Like every year VFSTR has organised the republic day celebrations in a glorious
manner. The great day started with peace rally from U-BLOCK to H-BLOCK
ledby NCC cadets. Filled with patriotism in and around, flag hoisting has done by
Dr.M.Y.S.PRASAD

(Vice chancellor).

Dr.M.S.RAGHUNATHAN

(Registrar)

addressed

the gallery by wishing everyone a very happy republic day. Also said about the
Importance of Indian constitution and four principles of justice , liberty, equality
and fraternity that are enshrined in the preamble of Indian constitution.
Dr.M.Y.S.PRASAD

(Vice chancellor)communicated

the gathering by appreciating

disciplined NCC cadets of VFSTR for their dedication. Hoped the

present

generation should protect the plurality of society by following secularism, and
suggested one should not exhibit any kind of religious are cast bias in their life
lastly one should work

to eliminate inequality. Also remembered great poet

GURAJADA APPARAO and his sayings. Chief Guest for the auspicious day
Mr.A.UDAY BHASKAR REDDY (Circle Head–Circle Office AP) felt immense pleasure to
attend the present day celebrations in VFSTR. Also said the institute is producing
greatly skill developed students. Chief guest got felicitated byDr. LAVU
RATHAIAH(Chairman),Dr.M.S.S.RUKMINI
Dr.K.Phaneendra Kumar(principal,VLITS).

(DEAN-STUDENTAFFAIRS)and

Original preamble was presented by

students stood as a centre of excellence for the day. Knowledge is the main assert
to be gained by everyone in the current century,statedDr. LAVU RATHAIAH
(Chairman).

He also insisted that do everything in a disciplined and dedicated way,

apart from acquiring knowledge be ethical and skill enough. An eye feast
performance done by cultural team of student activities council brimmed the
atmosphere with public spirit. Making this day as a honour Rank of promotions for
NCC cadets of VFSTR were awarded by chairman and all internal dignitaries .The
event followed by prize distribution ceremony for winners of various competitions
namely essay writing, painting, quiz conducted by management as a part of this
72nd Republic day celebrations .Specialgallery exhibited about freedom fighters
isvisited by chief guest, chairman and all the internal dignitaries.

The great day ended with a full precise note by vote of thanks at 12:00 and
everyone got dispersed with the joyous tones.

VU SAC President

Dean of Student Affairs

